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No, no, no no no dont push the Buy button! Oh god how does this get through greenlight. 1h and i already beat the game. And
for shure you dont want to play further. By feel there are just 3 Mission wich repeat over and over but with other briefings. No
AI, or why is everything crashing into each other? Mission select screen is cut of so you see mission 4 button just half. Please
Steam, help them young and unexperienced gamers and delete this! (and this had to come:) But, its faaaaar better than Dubstep
Absralsa. Oh. Eh, dont, no dont, dont search for that game. (If you have no money and just want to have 1 or 2 games to flush
your time on earth down the toilet, yes, buy this and get as good as you can.. I like trash games very much and i had a blast with
this game. So, i recommend this game to all trash fans. But for the others, i say just no, this is a really bad game. In Criminal
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Pursuit Force you are a female cop (only visible in the missions screens as a picture) hunting bad guys. The goal of every level is
to catch an enemy car with your police vehicle. I like that kind of game and that is why i bought it. But there are so many things
that are just awful. The graphics are outdated and there is just one small map (for all missions). There are not many sound
effects in the game, just a police-radio, which tells you the same thing over and over, and a police siren. No engine sounds or
other effects (maybe that is just a bug). The music is ok, but there are not many tracks. The worst part of the game are the ai-
drivers, the normal ones and the enemy. I never saw such stupid drivers in a game, they even can not stay on the road. You have
to see that for yourself to believe it (watch may video under the text). And on top of that all, the game is not finishable because
in one mission, the enemy car is not findable. So my final verdict for the game, buy it if you want to laugh about the most stupid
drivers in gaming history, otherwise avoid it. Gameplay video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RbytiBFvvs&lc=z22yvht4vtejyzyyk04t1aokgfvbrxd12ashtoyilfqprk0h00410 Funny
moments:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jI4EXuuHo2Q&lc=z220v1yi3meytnzdyacdp434czkuruae5ugmeotdxhdw03c010c. No, no,
no no no dont push the Buy button! Oh god how does this get through greenlight. 1h and i already beat the game. And for shure
you dont want to play further. By feel there are just 3 Mission wich repeat over and over but with other briefings. No AI, or why
is everything crashing into each other? Mission select screen is cut of so you see mission 4 button just half. Please Steam, help
them young and unexperienced gamers and delete this! (and this had to come:) But, its faaaaar better than Dubstep Absralsa.
Oh. Eh, dont, no dont, dont search for that game. (If you have no money and just want to have 1 or 2 games to flush your time
on earth down the toilet, yes, buy this and get as good as you can.. No, no, no no no dont push the Buy button! Oh god how does
this get through greenlight. 1h and i already beat the game. And for shure you dont want to play further. By feel there are just 3
Mission wich repeat over and over but with other briefings. No AI, or why is everything crashing into each other? Mission select
screen is cut of so you see mission 4 button just half. Please Steam, help them young and unexperienced gamers and delete this!
(and this had to come:) But, its faaaaar better than Dubstep Absralsa. Oh. Eh, dont, no dont, dont search for that game. (If you
have no money and just want to have 1 or 2 games to flush your time on earth down the toilet, yes, buy this and get as good as
you can.. I like trash games very much and i had a blast with this game. So, i recommend this game to all trash fans. But for the
others, i say just no, this is a really bad game. In Criminal Pursuit Force you are a female cop (only visible in the missions
screens as a picture) hunting bad guys. The goal of every level is to catch an enemy car with your police vehicle. I like that kind
of game and that is why i bought it. But there are so many things that are just awful. The graphics are outdated and there is just
one small map (for all missions). There are not many sound effects in the game, just a police-radio, which tells you the same
thing over and over, and a police siren. No engine sounds or other effects (maybe that is just a bug). The music is ok, but there
are not many tracks. The worst part of the game are the ai-drivers, the normal ones and the enemy. I never saw such stupid
drivers in a game, they even can not stay on the road. You have to see that for yourself to believe it (watch may video under the
text). And on top of that all, the game is not finishable because in one mission, the enemy car is not findable. So my final verdict
for the game, buy it if you want to laugh about the most stupid drivers in gaming history, otherwise avoid it. Gameplay video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RbytiBFvvs&lc=z22yvht4vtejyzyyk04t1aokgfvbrxd12ashtoyilfqprk0h00410 Funny
moments:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jI4EXuuHo2Q&lc=z220v1yi3meytnzdyacdp434czkuruae5ugmeotdxhdw03c010c. I like
trash games very much and i had a blast with this game. So, i recommend this game to all trash fans. But for the others, i say just
no, this is a really bad game. In Criminal Pursuit Force you are a female cop (only visible in the missions screens as a picture)
hunting bad guys. The goal of every level is to catch an enemy car with your police vehicle. I like that kind of game and that is
why i bought it. But there are so many things that are just awful. The graphics are outdated and there is just one small map (for
all missions). There are not many sound effects in the game, just a police-radio, which tells you the same thing over and over,
and a police siren. No engine sounds or other effects (maybe that is just a bug). The music is ok, but there are not many tracks.
The worst part of the game are the ai-drivers, the normal ones and the enemy. I never saw such stupid drivers in a game, they
even can not stay on the road. You have to see that for yourself to believe it (watch may video under the text). And on top of
that all, the game is not finishable because in one mission, the enemy car is not findable. So my final verdict for the game, buy it
if you want to laugh about the most stupid drivers in gaming history, otherwise avoid it. Gameplay video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RbytiBFvvs&lc=z22yvht4vtejyzyyk04t1aokgfvbrxd12ashtoyilfqprk0h00410 Funny
moments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jI4EXuuHo2Q&lc=z220v1yi3meytnzdyacdp434czkuruae5ugmeotdxhdw03c010c
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